
Part II

Answer all 8 questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits.
Clearly indicate the necessary steps, including appropriate formula substitutions,
diagrams, graphs, charts, etc. For all questions in this part, a correct numerical answer
with no work shown will receive only I credit. All answers should be written in pen,
except for graphs and drawings, which should be done in pencil. [16]
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2SAwindowintheshapeofarectangle,asshownbelow,hasawidthofx*4andalengthof
x2_3x+7.

x* 4

Express the area of the rectangle as single polynomial in simplest form.
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26Determineallzer:esofthefunctionf(r)=x3+3x2-4x-12=(x+3)(r2-4)algebraically.
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2Z Luis spent gb5 buying {*, una^krat an online store that charges $1.25 for each song

and g2.?b for each *ori*-t{" prr."hiGd a total of 26 songs and movies combined.

write a system of equations that represents this situation.

t€/ 7 =, # "srt'l7 ;

L1 ,= d/ ,/? .,r. "r'f //;' K*?
t/,*57o!';'7'-2?

Determine how many songs and.}.Low many movies Luis purchased, using either an algebraic

or graphical approach. [The use of the grid is optional'] , .. i.-Fr-
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28 Soive the foliowing equationfor x, berms of o

ax=75

and

+bx
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29 Terry solved the equation 12 + 10 = 5r using th" q@g!i" forygula and stated that is has no
real solutions. Is Terry correct? Justify your answer. /{--sa /-/zr /asz:,rrryzi
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30 Tyona is performing a biology experiment in which she is studying how the number of bacteria
in a dish changes over time. The initial number of bacteria in the dish was 1150, and after
several hours of monitoring, Tyona was able to determine that the number of bacteria was

doubling at the end of each hour. g rzn t*/7 - , , . (V7:zz-,e.r 7t' ,:''.'.11

Write a function, b(t), that Tyona can use to determine the number of bacteria in the dish
afLer t hours.

Use the function to determine how many bacteria Tyona can expect after 10 hours.
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31 Sarah went on a bike ride. The graph below shows the distance, y, in miles, that she had
traveled after biking for x hours.
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State the dom4lr and renge of the function shown in the graph.
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32Useamethodof@e.fnordertorewritethefunctionf(r)=x2+5x_2in
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State the exact value of the vertex.
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